"Inherent limitations" in donors: control matched study of consequences following a right hepatectomy for living donation and benign liver lesions.
The aim of this study was to identify "inherent limitations" in healthy donors who are responsible for donor morbidity after right hepatectomy (RH) for adult-to-adult living donor liver transplantation (ALDLT). Right hepatectomy for ALDLT remains a challenging procedure without significant improvement in morbidity over time. This suggests some "inherent limitations" in healthy individuals, which are beyond the recent improvements in the donor evaluation and selection process and refinements in surgical technique during the learning curve. To identify response of RH in ALDLT, we prospectively studied 32 patients requiring an RH for benign liver lesions (BL), matched with 32 living donors (LD) operated by same team. All patients underwent liver volume evaluation by computed tomographic (CT) volumetry preoperatively and 1 week after RH, postoperative complications graded with Clavien's system. The comparison (LD vs BL) showed that remnant liver volume (RLV) on preoperative CT volumetry was higher in the BL group (450 ± 150 vs 646 ± 200 mL, P < 0.001) representing 31% ± 7% in LD group versus 36% ± 7% of the total liver volume in BL group (P = 0.03). On postoperative day 7, the RLV was similar in the 2 groups (866 ± 162 vs 941 ± 153 mL) resulting from a significantly higher regeneration rate in the LD group (89% vs 55%, P = 0.009). Overall complications rate was lower in the BL group (46% vs 21%, P = 0.035). Right hepatectomy in LDLT induces a more severe deprivation of liver volume than in BL, which induce an accelerated regeneration. Accelerated regeneration could represent "inherent limitation" in healthy donors that makes them more vulnerable for postoperative complications.